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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit to the right. 

How many rows and fields will TableA have after the script completes? 

A. five rows and three fields 

B. five rows and two fields 

C. four rows and three fields 

D. four rows and two fields 

E. two rows and three fields 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the interpretation of a 98 percent subset ratio in the CustomerlD field in an Orders table when the subset ratio of
the same field in the Customer table is 100 percent? 

A. 98 percent of the orders have customers in the data, but only 2 percent of the orders have been shipped 

B. 2 percent of the orders have customers in the data, but 100 percent of the customers have placed an order 

C. 100 percent of customers are defined in the Customer table, but 2 percent of the customers have not placed an
order 
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D. 98 percent of the customers are defined in the Customer table, but 2 percent of the customers have not placed an
order 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A global sales organization needs sales figures in both the local currencies and the corporate standard of 

$USD. 

How can a developer achieve this goal and enable users to only consume a single Document CAL? 

A. create a separate QVW containing values in the data model for both the local and $USD currency amounts 

B. create a single QVW and add a table containing currency multipliers while using $USD as a baseline currency 

C. create a separate QVW for each currency ($USD is considered its own currency) and document chain them all
together 

D. create a single QVW with duplicate tables for each currency in data islands and associate each data island to each
user or group 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer has data tables for financial results, staffing, sanitary conditions, and customer satisfaction. 

Each table contains a date field and a location lD. Not all dates appear in all tables. 

How can a developer create a master calendar that can be used with all the tables? 

A. Designate one of the date fields as the reference Build a calendar spanning the minimum and maximum dates in that
table Rename all other date fields to match the reference field Left join the location lD from each table into the calendar
table on the date fields Drop the location and date fields from all other tables 

B. Find the minimum and maximum dates spanned by all tables Create a calendar spanning those dates Rename all
other date fields to match the reference field Left join the location lD from each table into the calendar table on the date
fields Drop the location and date fields from all other tables 

C. Designate one of the date fields as the reference Build a calendar spanning the minimum and maximum dates in that
table Rename all other date fields to match the reference field Create a link table with a key of Location and date that
contains all unique locations and dates Create a key of location and date in the other tables 

D. Find the minimum and maximum dates spanned by all tables Create a calendar spanning those dates Create a link
table with a key of location and date that contains all unique locations and dates Create a key of location and date in the
other tables Drop the location and date fields from all other tables 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit to the right. 

Which two data quality issues exist within the data set displayed in the exhibit? (Choose two.) 

A. multiple spellings of the same City 

B. the City value London is associated with two different Country values 

C. the Country values and salesOrderlD values do not relate properly 

D. the salesAmount field name does not contain a space 

E. inconsistent Country abbreviations F. duplicate key values 

Correct Answer: AF 
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